DESIGN BECOMES MODULAR.
MORE and X2CHAIR free interpretation of your spaces.
Modularity, transformability, eco-sustainability.
(design: Giorgio Caporaso)
MORE and X2CHAIR will be present at the Fuori Salone in Zona Tortona, Milan Italy.
MORE is the modular furniture system for indoor and outdoor use that has already
conquested London and Cologne. X2CHAIR is the innovative modular chair that can be an
armchair or a chaise-longue.

MORE and X2CHAIR de-construct space and rebuilding it providing furniture solutions
that are different by shape and destination. Both are the fruit of an experimental project
that want to make transforming a central part of the product, giving things multiple
functions and making them adaptable: the frame of each module is made out of a special
kind of cardboard, ecological and recyclable, strong light and easily transportable.
The elements that make up MORE are 45x45x4 cm. And can easily be joined without the
use of special instruments, to make a bookshelf, a table, a chair or a separating unit.
According to the desired use the unit can be used along walls, in the middle of a room or
as a dividing wall, even suspended from the ceiling.
X2CHAIR is an innovative unit, sensual by shape yet detailed by materials. It can become
a charming armchair, a luxurious chaise-longue, a comfortable sofa. A single, double or
multiple seating unit, for personalised comfort.
X2CHAIR can be used outside: in parks, gardens or roof terraces, on a sunny beach or by
the side of a swimming pool. It can be made out of cardboard, wood (specially treated
for outdoor use), plastics, other synthetic polymers or polyurethane foam. Modular and
attractive: all that is left to do is to relax on an X2CHAIR.
The combinations can be modern or classical. You can go for havana, black or white, for
the base elements and the frames can be coloured plastic, metal or rich wood finishes
(teak, white oak, wallnut, wengé).
You can also put the cushions, your personal objects (towels, magazines, handbags) in
between it's modules and sinuos for safe keeping.
Both MORE and X2CHAIR can be shaped to follow your creativity, they can be used as
refined display units for a showroom, household storage units in the first case, the
second a versatile seating system for public areas and private use alike.
MORE and X2CHAIR are two pieces of eco-design marry sustainability and design, in a
clever way and at the right cost. Neither of the two systems require high maintenance:

each module can easily be repaired or replaced at a low cost.
And when you want to change things? You simply take them apart and start playing
again.
For PRESS KIT and more information:
info@caporasodesign.it
More e X2chair, Designer Giorgio Caporaso.

